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Module 1:
Government Data: Its Power and Its Flaws



Q:
Why is Government data interesting?



Why is Government data interesting?

Bureau of  Economic Analysis (BEA)

“The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) is an agency of the United States 
Department of Commerce (DOC) that compiles data on a wide variety of 
important economic indicators.”

... like the GDP figures you always hear about. 



Why is Government data interesting?

... “the commerce department reports that the GDP 
grew by 1.2 % this quarter, prompting fears that ...”

That stuff  refers to this dataset. 



Why is Government data interesting?

Table 1.1.1. Percent Change From Preceding Period in Real Gross Domestic Product. 

GDP volatility has decreased over time, even 
including most recent recession.



Why is Government data interesting?

Table 1.1.1. Percent Change From Preceding Period in Real Gross Domestic Product. 

Durable goods are more volatile than nondurable 
goods, ... although this trend has attenuated recently. 



Why is Government data interesting?

Table 1.1.5. Gross Domestic Product (absolute numbers)



Why is Government data interesting?

Table 1.1.5. Gross Domestic Product (absolute numbers)

Durables roughly kept pace until early 1940s ... 



Why is Government data interesting?

Table 1.1.5. Gross Domestic Product (absolute numbers)

Exports held on until Q1 1981, and then, wham .. 



Why is Government data interesting?

Table 1.1.5. Gross Domestic Product (absolute numbers)

Defense / nondefense spending gap is at its highest, 
ever.   (including WWII, Iraq II, &c)



Why is Government data interesting?

Table 1.1.10. Percentage Shares of Gross Domestic Product

Clearly a relative scale ... 



Why is Government data interesting?

Table 1.1.10. Percentage Shares of Gross Domestic Product

Goods vs. services seems almost like a zero-sum-game ...  

and the sides changed Q1 1970. 



Why is Government data interesting?

Table 1.1.10. Percentage Shares of Gross Domestic Product

Exports vs. imports:
- until 1950s, exports > imports
- balanced until mid-70s
- significant account deficit thereafter

But its NOT a zero-sum game ... they’re coupled. 



Module 0.  Introduction
(needed background: None)



Intro:  The Two Audiences

“Front-end users.”   (a.k.a. “the public”, “the American people” &c)

Data Professionals



Intro:  The Two Audiences

Data Professionals

“Front-end users.”   (a.k.a. “the public”, “the American people” &c)

- Academics 
- Policy entrepreneurs 
- Journalists 

- Developers
- Data archives

- Students
- Congressional staffers 
- Newpaper readers (esp. online) 

- Googlers (e.g. everyone)
- Academics & Policy entreprenuers



Intro:  Huge Recent Hype



Our Theses:

1. Something important has been started. 

2. There are some important glaring gaps that are 
not really being addressed. 

3. You don’t need to be the US Federal Government 
to address them.

4. But you do need a substantial, organized, open 
source effort.



The point of  the Govdata project

- to take as much tabular-format government data as possible,

- hosted in a single location, that is updated regularly,

- lightly structure it so it fits into a uniform DB format,

- with standardized temporal and spatial columns,

- and rich metadata;

and then:

- make the backend data accessible through powerful general 
use APIs with detailed query control 

- apply cutting-edge indexing techniques to make individual 
data slices searchable

- integrate new javascript visualization techniques to design an 
effective and powerful frontend



Course Agenda:

- Give a brief  history & overview of  government data initiatives

- Explain the Big Gap, as we see it.

- Tell you a bit about our solution.

- Teach you parsing and visualization tools through:

- boring lectures engaging presentations

- extended hands-on coding sessions, to really bring 
it home

- Create the nucleus of  an open source community. 



Schedule

Day 1:

Day 2:

Day 3:

Day 4:

Day 5:

Government Data 101:  It’s power & its flaws

The GovData Project: Principles

Web scraping & data cleaning, I

Web scraping & data cleaning, II

A short introduction to MongoDB & Apache Solr

The GovData APIs

Hands-On Coding Project Overview

Hands-on Coding Sessions I & II

Introduction to “Well Structured Javascript”

Hands-on Coding Sessions III

Hands-on Coding Sessions IV & V



Collecting Data since ...



Collecting Data since ...
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Collecting Data since ...



Collecting Data since ...



Collecting Data since ...

“The ... Enumeration 
shall be made within 
three Years after the 
first Meeting of  the 
Congress of  the United 
States, and within 
every subsequent Term 
of  ten Years, in such 
Manner as they shall 
by Law direct.” 

-- Art. I, Sec. II, 
US Constitution



Fedstats in late 1990s

 + uncountably many other comparatively low-profile initiatives ... 



The Open Government Initiative

The President’s order ... 



The Open Government Initiative

The Orszag memo



Due to efforts and passions at various offices in the federal 
government, there has an explosion of  interest in “open data”

Vivek Kundra Aneesh Chopra

The Open Government Initiative

Vivek Kundra Aneesh Chopra

Federal CIO Federal CTO



Vivek Kundra Aneesh Chopra

Beth Noveck

Cass Sunstein

Due to efforts and passions at various offices in the federal 
government, there has an explosion of  interest in “open data”

The Open Government Initiative

Holy alliance of  lawyers, economists, and programmers ... 



The Open Government Initiative



data.gov

data.gov.uk

datasf.org

socrata.com

sunlight labs

data.dc.gov

NYC Datamine

toronto.ca/open

Mass ODI

The Open Government Initiative



The Open Government Initiative

data.gov  --->   the professionals   --->   front-end users



The Open Government Initiative
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The Open Government Initiative
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web APIs
catalogs

apps
websites

API = “application programming interface”

       = URL access scheme, in web context http://mysite.com/?
title=MyLife&author=Me

Catalogs = organized metadata, searchable

Apps = cool iPad stuff  



The Datasets Themselves

There used to be this great page on data.gov  ...

Listing all the participating agencies -- that is, all the actual 
data sources. 

Unfortunately, it’s no longer accessible. 



The Datasets Themselves

Let’s explore it a bit .. 



Data has a natural source tree hierarchy:  

Agency Subagency Program Topic Dataset . . . 

Depending on how you count .... 2 ~ 10 TB

The Datasets Themselves



Claim:
The existing situation has a problem fundamental flaw.



Catalogs:

NOT

Data collections:

The Fundamental Flaw



Catalogs: centralized formatting/storage of  supplied metadata

NOT

Data collections: centralized storage of  the data itself

The Fundamental Flaw



The Fundamental Flaw



The Fundamental Flaw



The Fundamental Flaw



The Fundamental Flaw



The Fundamental Flaw
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The Fundamental Flaw



- to take as much tabular-format government data as possible,

- hosted in a single location, that is updated regularly,

- lightly structure it so it fits into a uniform DB format,

- with standardized temporal and spatial columns,

- and rich metadata;

and then:

- make the backend data accessible through powerful general 
use APIs with detailed query control 

- apply cutting-edge indexing techniques to make individual 
data slices searchable

- integrate new javascript visualization techniques to design an 
effective and powerful frontend

The Fundamental Flaw
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The Fundamental Flaw



EPA CTO told us:

Open Data Initiative NEVER intends to have centralized storage

Each dep’t is encouraged to choose its own solution.  Each dataset 
its own API.   (when there is one)

Initiative is not funded.

And ... 

Sunlight Labs projects do not envision doing it either ... 

DataWiki Project (at RPI)

Fundamental Flaw not to be fixed.

Although ... 



The Fundamental Flaw

One possible 
solution is to give 
developers access 
to lots of  “third 
party tools” for 
data cleaning.



The Fundamental Flaw



The Fundamental Flaw



The Fundamental Flaw

... it’s not just a matter of  “cleaning” individual files. 

There is a fundamental lack of  “local integration.” 

If  everyone cleans it up in a slightly different way, it’s almost as bad as 
no cleaning at all. 

There needs to be a place (at least one) where such things are done in 
a centralized fashion. 
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Our realization

I) it’s totally feasible, with the right tools

II) it’s not that expensive

III) for vast majority of  data, no permission needed

There needs to be a place (at least one) where all the data is hosted, 
and local integration is done in a centralized fashion. 

IV) but it requires really good tools, and a focused community. 


